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Following the announcement of the funeral date, we can confirm that The Livity School 

will be closed on Monday 19th  September.  This will give families the chance to watch the 

televised service and pay tribute to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Our heartfelt 

sympathy and thoughts are with the royal family at this sad time. 

 

 

 

It is important that all pupil absence is reported to the school office on the first morning of 

absence. The school office opens at 8.00am and there is an answering machine where 

you can leave messages. 
 

Red Class  

In Red Class we have music each week with a 

specialist music specialist. The children love 

these sessions and are making good progress 

playing instruments such as guitar, drums and 

wind chimes and vocalizing into the 

microphone. We cook or make e.g. play 

dough for the children to use their hands. The 

children do Art each week related to our topic 

of “Ourselves” and decorating paper plate 

faces to depict different emotions. 

 

 
 
 
 

Yellow Class 

Yellow Class children have been exploring 

different materials during sensory writing and 

learned how textures can change when they 

are mixed together. They also worked hard to 

make choices and continued developing 

their communication skills with their peers and 

adults. Children were very interested in 

exploring natural resources related to Autumn. 

     
 

Pink Class  

This week in Pink Class we’ve been thinking 

about our emotions. We’ve been making 

happy and sad faces in the mirror as well as 

drawing them out in the sand. We’ve also had 

great fun trying and exploring lots of 

interesting fruit in our cooking lessons. 

16th September 2022 
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  Blue Class  

Blue class this week started to work with the 

Zones and regulations as part of our daily 

routine. Mirrors were given to the pupils so 

they can see how their faces can change 

depending of their feelings.  

Colours are also a big part of their 

understanding. Blue, Green, Yellow and Red. 

 

  

 
 

Orange Class 

In Orange class children are becoming more 

familiar with the routine and this has allowed 

us to Learn about our senses, using them to 

explore things in our environment. We also 

started to consolidate our knowledge of 

numbers through a variety of activities. 

 

 
 

Ladybird Class  

Ladybirds Class is still settling in and having a lot 

of fun. They had a lovely time with Yasmin from 

Whippersnappers: singing songs, dressing up 

and dancing. They also engaged really well in 

the messy play activities. 
 

      
 

Rainbow Class 

Rainbow Class had a good week. We have 

been working on reading and writing, looking 

at a few fairy tale stories and linking these to 

our term theme ‘Ourselves’. We have also 

been busy working within our school 

community delivering essential items to each 

class. We look forward to the coming week. 

 
 

Green Class 

This week Green class have enjoyed a music 

session with Kim. They have also enjoyed 
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making sandwiches for the story ‘What’s in 

your lunch box?’. 

 
 

Purple Class  

. 

Purple Class have been learning to identify 

and describe 2D shapes. We enjoyed  using 

2D shapes to make our own pictures. 

 

 
 

Butterfly Class  

The class have really enjoyed our sensory story 

of ‘Going on a Bear Hunt’ this week. We 

became very excited when the bear 

appeared in the dark tent. We also created 

some lovely flapjacks, we liked mixing the 

ingredients and using a switch to operate the 

blender.  

 
 

Bumblebee Class  

This week’s Bumblebees class have been very 

busy learning about themselves and how to 

listen and anticipating for what comes in a 

story. Pupils had to choose which sound they 

wanted to hear from a book. Pupils have 

been also able to experience different 

sensory play activities and have explored the 

school environment by walking and getting to 

know sensory garden and big playground. 

 

 
 

Gold Class  

In Gold Class this week we have decorated 

flower bouquets to pay our respects to the 

Queen. We continue supporting our children’s 

ability to communicate and developing their 

fine motor skills through different activities.  

We have read and follow the steps for a 

recipe to bake cinnamon rolls! 

  

  
 

Silver Class  

This week Silver Class have started Phase 1 

and 2 Phonics by listening and recognising 

different sounds. Children have begun to 

recognise phonemes, and the segment and 

blend the phonemes in CVC words such as 

dog and mum. Your child will have brought 

home a picture reading book, please discuss 

the pictures and build a story together. 

Eventually the book will change to wordbooks 

with simple words as we begin Phase 2. 
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Unicorn Class  

This week in Unicorn Class we have been 

cooking Pizza Bagels, learning to use different 

kitchen equipment. We have also been 

creating and copying patterns for our science 

experiment!!! 

 

   

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dates for your Diary 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

Half Term: 24th October until 28th October 

 

Break up for the Christmas Holidays: 16th 

December 

 
 

All our term dates are available on our 

website. 

 

Don’t Forget 

The school website 

htts://www.thelivityschool.co.uk  On the 

website under 'Parents and Carers' you will 

find the link for Parent Pay where you can pay 

for school dinners and uniform. 

 

If you have any issues with transport, please 

contact London Hire on the following numbers  

Tel: 0208 187 5318 / 0208 187 5317 / 0208 187 

5316 
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